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Summary
CatRIS develops a Portal that supports and promotes the harmonization and discoverability of
Research Infrastructure (RI) services. The CatRIS Portal allows service providers (SP) to register their services by providing rich, well-structured and harmonized descriptions of service
metadata. On top of this content, the CatRIS Portal offers a rich set of end user functionalities:
service search, browsing and comparison; aggregate statistics on services and providers, accompanied by visualization facilities; advanced and personalized end user features (favourites,
service information inquiries, personalized views of content, service booking, etc.).
WP5 is responsible for the development of the CatRIS Portal, as well as its evaluation through
user assessment studies. Specifically, in the frame of WP5: (a) the architecture and functional
specifications of the Portal are prescribed based on the results of an extensive requirements
elicitation process taken place in WP3 and WP4, (b) the CatRIS Portal is implemented, deployed, populated and tested in a phased manner, producing three releases through the course
of the project, while (c) user assessment studies continuously guide the improvement of the
catalogue and its alignment with the requirements of Research Infrastructure (RI) users, Service
Providers (SP) and Policy makers.
Tasks 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 handle the development of the CatRIS Portal, its installation, configuration and deployment, as well as the monitoring and support of its operation. The development
of the Portal is organized in three phases (releases), starting from core functionalities and enriching them with advanced and personalized facilities. The first phase of the CatRIS Portal has
implemented the core service registration, searching, browsing and comparison functionality.
The 1st Release of the Portal is described in D5.2 – “1st prototype of the gateway with the service
catalogue browsing functionality and the registration of services”. The 2nd Release of the Portal,
providing enhanced browsing and searching functionality and incorporating visualisation and
analytics facilities, as well as interoperability mechanisms is described in D5.3 – “2nd prototype
of the gateway with the service visualization and analytics dashboard and the interoperability
mechanism (APIs)”. The 3rd Release of the Portal, providing advanced onboarding and service
monitoring facilities, enhanced user feedback and personalization functionalities and alignment
to the EOSC Resource Profile data model, is described in D5.4 – “Final release of the gateway
with the user evaluation modules of CatRIS gateway”.
Deliverable 5.5 summarizes and documents the set of functionalities provided by the CatRIS
Portal, organized per the two major user types: RI users and SP representatives. Additionally,
it documents the latest release of CatRIS APIs, that align with the EOSC Profiles v3.0.0 and
comprise the main interoperability instrument of the Portal. Deliverable 5.5 builds on and updates the initial API specification documented in D5.3, providing the finalized API documentation
for the CatRIS Portal. Consequently, descriptions from D5.3 are reutilized here, in order to ensure the self-containment of the current document.
The content of the deliverable is organized as follows: Chapter 1 provides an overview of the
CatRIS Portal for completeness. Chapter 2 documents the SP and RI user-oriented functionalities of the CatRIS Portal. Chapter 3 documents the CatRIS APIs. Chapter 4 concludes the
document.
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1 Overview of the CatRIS Portal
This Chapter introduces the design of the CatRIS Portal and the technologies used to build it
and references its documentation and licensing information. The goal of this Chapter is to document information on the development of the Portal. Complementary information regarding the
detailed CatRIS architecture, components presentation and functional specifications are provided in D5.1.

1.1

Architecture

The architecture of the CatRIS Portal is presented in Figure 1. It comprises of three tiered layers,
with an additional, horizontal fourth layer, as depicted in Figure 1:
•

Data Layer manages the storage and indexing of all the content handled by the CatRIS
Portal, including the various types of entities, logs and statistics on user interaction with
the Portal, as well as content produced by computations and analysis performed on the
above data.

•

Application Layer handles the core functionality of the Portal, including user and service management, service search, analytics, and alerts and recommendations.

•

User Interface (UI) Layer exposes the functionality of the CatRIS Portal to the end users.

•

Interoperability Layer implements APIs for populating and updating the CatRIS catalogue, integrating the catalogue with other catalogues (e.g. EOSC) and exposing data
to third parties.

Figure 1: Architecture of the CatRIS Portal
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Documentation and Source Code

CatRIS is harmonizing the descriptions of services and resources across the EU (considering
representation models, vocabularies and classifications) supported by large initiatives such as
the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). To this end, CatRIS shares the same Data Model
with related projects engaged in developing solutions for gathering, managing, harmonizing and
exposing services and, in particular, with eInfraCentral1. On top of that, CatRIS reutilizes and
extends the eInfraCentral framework, to be able to manage, specifically, physical RI services.
Given the above, eInfraCentral and CatRIS share a common code repository, with each framework instantiating as an individual branch of the common code base, in order to satisfy the
functionality requirements that are domain-specific (e-services vs. RI services). The Data Model
of both frameworks is documented in the respective GitHub page2, while the branch of the
CatRIS project is also provided in GitHub34. In particular, the code in 3 regards the backend of
the Portal (Data Layer and Application Layer in Figure 1) while the code in 4 regards the frontend
of the Portal (User Interface Layer).

1.3

CatRIS Portal licensing

The CatRIS Portal will be powered by NKUA’s software modules already used in OpenAIRE5,
OpenMinted6 and eInfraCentral service catalogues, distributed under the GPL/A license.
All extensions to the software will follow the same licensing pattern. As such, the CatRIS software is available as Open Source in the GitHub repository, as presented in the previous subsection.

1

https://einfracentral.eu, an EU/Horizon2020 project that developed a catalogue-portal for the
registration and search of e-Infrastructure services
2
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/docs
3
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/eic
4
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/eic-ui
5
https://www.openaire.eu/
6
http://www.openminted.eu/
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2 CatRIS Portal functionality
In this section, we document the core functionalities offered by the CatRIS Portal, categorized
based on the two main user types: RI users that seek to discover services and retrieve information on them and Service Providers that seek a common Catalogue where they can register
their services, harmonize their descriptions according to widely adopted profiles and increase
their discoverability.

2.1

Functionality for RI users

This section focuses on facilities of the Portal offered to RI users, i.e. users that are interested
in searching and comparing services, discovering details and acquiring additional information
from Service Providers and being recommended with service.

2.1.1 Searching and exploring services from the CatRIS Homepage
The CatRIS Portal homepage presents three links on the top of the page, covering the core
functionalities of navigation to the catalogue, support and user login. Also the user is able to
directly search for services via a keyword query, as presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2: CatRIS Homepage – Menu and Keyword Search
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Via the homepage, the user is also able to directly explore services by category or scientific
domain, by selecting the respective top-level categories or discipline, as presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Service exploration by Categories and Scientific Domain in the CatRIS Homepage

2.1.2 Service search page
The search page of the CatRIS Portal allows users to exploit both:
•
•

Keyword search and
Browsing/filtering on service attributes

in order to retrieve services with attributes that precisely satisfy their needs, as presented in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Search Page

In particular, using faceted search on the properties of the services, the user can easily and
quickly select services based on their core characteristics, focusing her search only on a small
subset of relevant services. In parallel, searching with specific keywords, further enhances the
search results, since it allows the identification, within the service descriptions, of potentially
critical terms with respect to the offered functionality.
The search result snippets include a basic set of service attributes to facilitate the recognition
of the service type and functionality. Specifically, the title and the “catch phrase” are given,
accompanied by a small description, that can be expanded by the user. Also, the name of the
provider and the logo of the service are presented.

2.1.3 Service comparison
By selecting “ADD TO COMPARE” in the results page (Figure 5), the user is presented with a
table containing, for the set of selected services, side-by-side comparison of their values for a
specific set of important characteristics (attributes).
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2.1.4 Service presentation page
The service details page allows users to review the whole set of attributes of a selected service,
as well as links to additional service information located in the Service Provider’s site. These
characteristics are grouped in distinct blocks of information and prioritized according to their
expected importance for the end user information needs (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Service presentation

2.1.5 Asking the provider for additional information
In case the user is interested in additional information on one or more services, the Portal allows
them to directly contact the respective Service Providers, by selecting these services (Figure
8). The user is presented with the form of Figure 9, which requires filling in a minimum set of
information to establish the communication with the SP.
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Figure 8: Selecting services to contact their provider for additional information

Figure 9: Inquiry Form

2.1.6 User feedback and personalization
Additional features are offered in the search page. Specifically, the user is able to add one or
more service to her favourites by clicking on the “heart” icon of a service. Also, each service is
annotated with the number of views it has gathered by users. These two facilities are the only
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user feedback-evaluation instruments that were eventually decided to be included in the CatRIS
Portal7.
Figure 10: Marking a service as favourite

Another functionality that allows users to provide generic feedback on the Portal is provided by
the “Provide Feedback” button on the bottom right of each page. This way, the users are able
to communicate with the Portal administration with respect to issues they encounter or suggestions.

7

As explained in previous deliverables (D5.2, D5.3), the initial requirements elicitation
performed both on Service Provider and RI users indicated that adopting more explicit
instruments (i.e. user rating and commenting) was not preferable for either user group and
would be potentially harmful to the wide adoption of the Catalogue.
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Figure 11: User feedback on the Portal

Finally, the users are able to receive personalized service recommendations based on their
previous interaction history with the Catalogue. The user is able to access the service recommendation page (Figure 13) from the menu displayed in Figure 12.
Figure 12: Accessing service recommendations
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Figure 13: Service recommendation page

2.2

Functionality for Service Providers

The CatRIS Portal provides a rich set of functionalities that support SPs in onboarding, updating,
managing and monitoring their profiles and their services, as presented next.

2.2.1 Provider and service onboarding
A representative of a SP is able to register the organization’s profile and their services following
a three-phases process that ensures the quality of the content that is onboarded in the CatRIS
Catalogue, as summarized below:
•
•
•

A representative of the SP registers into the CatRIS Portal
The representative of the SP onboards (and updates) the SP’s profile
o The CatRIS onboarding team reviews and accepts the profile
The representative of the SP onboards (and updates) the services offered by the SP
o The CatRIS onboarding team reviews and accepts the first service
o Upon the acceptance, the representative is able to onboard additional services
without the requirement of them being approved by the onboarding team.

The core steps of the aforementioned process are presented next.
The representative the SP registers into the CatRIS Portal using an academic or a social account, from the EOSC Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure that supports an extended
list of accounts (Figure 14)
Figure 14: Log-in/registration in the Portal
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Then, the representative of the SP onboards the SP’s profile by clicking on the “Add New Service Provider” link leads to the SP onboarding page (Figure 15).
The representative needs to fill in a series of mandatory and optional fields that describe the
SP’s profile, organized in discrete blocks-forms. The representative of the SP is able to download a form with all required fields for offline inspection and gathering of the required information.
Furthermore, they are able to temporarily save (Save as draft) their progress and come back
again to conclude the process. After the representative has filled in at least all the mandatory
fields required, they need to Submit the SP profile registration application (Figure 16).
Figure 15: Selecting to add a new Service Provider

Figure 16: New Service Provider page
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Upon submitting the above application, the SP is reviewed (Pending Initial Approval status) by
the CatRIS onboarding team. The representative can view the status of their SP by following
https://www.portal.catris.eu/provider/my towards the “My Providers” page. There, they can update their SP profile by clicking the “Update Provider” button (Figure 17).
Figure 17: My Providers page

In case the onboarding team identifies errors or issues in the inserted Service Provider profile,
they contact the representative in order to improve/correct the onboarded profile. If the
onboarded profile (eventually) satisfies a set of
standards, the application is approved and the
representative is automatically notified via email
(see D5.3 – Section 3.2).
Then, the representative is able to proceed to
the next phase and onboard the first service offered by the SP. In particular, the status of the
SP in the “My Providers” page, changes status
to Pending Template Submission. The representative may now apply for the onboarding of
the 1st service via the +Add Service template
button (Figure 18).

Figure 18: My Providers page where the SP is in
“Pending Template Submission” status.
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Then, similarly, the representative is required to fill in a set of mandatory and optional fields for
describing the service to be onboarded. A form with all required fields can be downloaded, while
the representative is able to temporary save (Save as draft) their progress; upon conclusion,
the representative needs to Submit the service registration application (Figure 19).
Figure 19: Add service page

A similar quality assurance process is performed on the inserted service by the CatRIS onboarding team. Upon approval of this 1st service, the representative is notified and then they are able
to massively onboard additional services, either via the Portal interface, as described above, or
via the CatRIS APIs, as described in Section 3.

2.2.2 Management and monitoring
The CatRIS Portal offers dashboards to SP representatives for managing and monitoring the
SP profiles and the respective services they represent. These are accessible by following:
https://www.portal.catris.eu/provider/my, or by selecting “My Service Providers” in the CatRIS
Portal menu. In the My Providers page, the representative can view the SPs they represent,
and the status of each Provider:
•
•
•
•
•

Pending initial approval
Pending service template submission
Approved
Incomplete
Rejected
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Figure 20: My Providers page

By clicking on a specific provider, the representative is navigated to the provider’s dashboard,
where several actions are available, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

View aggregate statistics on the SP’s services regarding service views and favourites
View the list of the SP’s services either
public or draft ones
Add New services
Update the SP’s profile
Delete the SP’s profile
Link to instructions for using the CatRIS
API, for programmatically onboarding and
updating services

Figure 21: Service Provider dashboard actions
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A rich set of visualizations are available for presenting aggregate statistics to the representative,
including:
•
•
•

Charts of service views and favourites over time (Figure 22)
Geographical distribution of services (Figure 23)
Distribution of services per service attributes (Figure 24)

Figure 22: Charts of views and favourites

Figure 23: Geographical distribution of services
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Figure 24: Distribution of services per service attributes

The representative is able to navigate to the SP’s services list and select to deactivate or delete
a specific service (Figure 25).
Figure 25: Provider’s service list
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By selecting a specific service, the representative is navigated to the respective service dashboard, where statistics and actions specific for this service are available (Figure 26), including:
•
•
•
•

View details on the service
Update the service
View individual statistics on service views and favourites
View versions of the service

Figure 26: Service dashboard

2.3

Portal documentation and user support

CatRIS implements extended documentation on the Portal functionalities in the form of detailed
user guides specializing to different user roles and interactions with the Portal. In particular, the
following guides are provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Introduction tutorial provides an introductory description on the goals and the
benefits of the CatRIS Portal.
The Provider and Service Onboarding Guide addresses Service Provider representatives and focuses on describing the onboarding process in detail.
The Provider and Service Profile Guide addresses Service Provider representatives
and focuses on presenting the Catalogues main entities, i.e. Service Providers and Services with respect to their attributes and the vocabularies that are used to describe them.
The Provider Dashboard Guide addresses Service Provider representatives and focuses on describing management and monitoring functionality of the Portal.
The RI User Guide addresses Research Infrastructure users and describes the end
user facilities (e.g. service search/comparison) offered to the Portal’s end users.
The API Guide addresses Service Provider representatives and focuses on describing
the CatRIS API for programmatically onboarding and updating service in the Portal.

Further, CatRIS offers additional instruments for supporting users (SP and RI) during their interactions with the Portal (Figure 27). In particular, the users are able to:
•

•

Directly communicate with the CatRIS onboarding team or the technical team for content
and technical issues respectively, via the following emails:
o support@catris.eu
o tech-support@catris.eu
Provide direct feedback and obtain support on an issue they encountered in a page of
the CatRIS Portal.

The aforementioned documentation and support instruments are directly accessible by the Portal’s users, as presented in Figure 27.
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3 CatRIS APIs
This section presents the finalized APIs offered by CatRIS that allow to: (a) programmatically
populate and update the catalogue’s content (b) exchange information and publish CatRIS content towards other catalogues (c) expose the content of the Catalogue in a well-structured and
well-documented manner to third parties. The CatRIS APIs adhere to the schema of the latest
version of the EOSC Profiles (previously known as Service Description Templates (SDT)) – see
D4.9 “CatRIS Service Description Template and Service Catalogue” – supporting full interoperability with the EOSC ecosystem.
Additionally, the CatRIS APIs provide the option to expose the Catalogue’s information in RDF
form, offering this way interoperability with the Linked Data ecosystem, technologies and best
practices.
Finally, we note that a customized interoperability solution for the integration of the MERIL database content into CatRIS has already been implemented and successfully deployed8. This
solution is documented in D5.3 (Chapter 4.1 - Interoperability with MERIL).
In what follows, first we present the finalized CatRIS APIs and the interoperability mechanisms
that the CatRIS Portal supports and then we discuss the specialized implementation of the APIs
that allow exposing the Catalogue’s content as Linked Data.

3.1

General Interoperability APIs

The Interoperability layer of CatRIS (see bottom layer in Figure 1) enables the exchange of data
from the CatRIS platform with external systems. It implements APIs for the automatic population
and synchronisation of services from individual RIs as well as APIs to export data to third-party
stakeholders including the Catalogue of the EOSC Portal. The service catalogue itself and each
service resource are described by a clear set of metadata, defined by the EOSC Profiles v3.0.09
and instantiated in JSON Schema. Detailed documentation of the representation of the CatRIS
content (e.g. services, service providers, indicators) in JSON Schema is provider in the CatRIS
Open API specification10 and instructions page11, while the schema for the CatRIS entities (Service Provider and Resource (Service)) are presented in Annex 1 of this document.

3.1.1 API functionality overview
The CatRIS APIs allow to manage the entire lifecycle of the catalogue elements, i.e. from data
collection from the service providers to data provisioning to third party systems. Below, we
briefly enumerate a set of actions that can be supported by the CatRIS APIs, distinguishing
them into two categories: (a) Ingestion and management of catalogue information and (b) provisioning of catalogue information.
3.1.1.1 Ingestion and management of CatRIS catalogue information
The automatic update of a service in the CatRIS Portal can be performed via a PUSH method,
where the service provider is responsible for publishing information in the CatRIS Portal. A prerequisite for a service provider to be able to use the API and update a resource in the CatRIS

8

The CatRIS Portal now contains all Service Provider records that where registered in the
MERIl database.
9

https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-resource-profile

10

https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi

11

https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers
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is to register its organisation in the CatRIS Portal and receive a unique ID, as well as an authentication token, which can be used in all API calls (see Section 3.1.3 for detailed guidelines).
Then, the service provider is able to perform the following actions on the CatRIS Portal:
•
•
•
•

Update of information of an existing list of Resources (Service) via a pull method.
Insert of information of a new Resource (Service) via a push method.
Validate an update of a Resource (Service) via a push method.
Update of information of a Service Provider via a push method.

3.1.1.2 Provisioning of CatRIS Catalogue information
This set of actions represents use cases for offering catalogue information to third parties
through the REST API of the CatRIS Portal. The CatRIS Portal offers a facility for a remote
system to request and get catalogue information via a variety of API methods. In particular, it
allows to:
• Retrieve Information about a Resource (Service), such as:
o Get the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID;
o Get a past version of a specific service providing the service ID and a version identifier;
o Get a list of services based on a set of IDs;
o Get a list of all services in the CatRIS Catalogue;
o Get all services in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. by categories;
o Filter a list of services based on a set of filters.
• Retrieve information about a Provider such as:
o Get provider’s data providing the provider ID;
o Get a list of all service providers in the catalogue;
o Get a list of services offered by a provider;
• Retrieve auxiliary information about list of values (i.e. vocabularies) used in CatRIS, such
as:
o Get all vocabulary types and the values they can take;
o Get a specific vocabulary type and the values it can take;
o Get the hierarchy of Category vocabulary type;

3.1.2 API Specification
In this section, we describe in detail the CatRIS API, which comprises a lightweight web service
with a REST interface, providing to remote systems easy access to the CatRIS catalogue. An
API (Application Programming Interface) is a protocol intended to be used as an interface by
software components to communicate with each other. The CatRIS API documentation12 is a
living document, generated using frameworks compliant with OpenAPI Specification 2.0. Instructions on using the CatRIS API are available at: https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers.
3.1.2.1 The CatRIS API technology stack
The CatRIS catalogue employs well-established web technologies, i.e. HTTP REST, for the
implementation of its API methods. HTTP defines a set of request methods to indicate the desired action to be performed for a given service resource. Each of these methods (referred to
as HTTP verbs) implements a different action. The primary or most-commonly-used HTTP verbs
are POST, GET, PUT, PATCH, and DELETE. These correspond to create, read, update, and
delete (or CRUD) operations, respectively, as shown in Table 1. The CatRIS API makes use of
these methods for offering RESTFul Web Services for the monitoring and management of the
service catalogue. Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that specifies constraints, such as the uniform interface, that if applied to a web service induces desirable
12

https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi
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properties, such as performance, scalability, and modifiability, that enable services to work best
on the Web. In the REST architectural style, data and functionality are considered resources
and are accessed using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), typically links on the Web. The
resources are acted upon by using a set of simple, well-defined operations. The REST architectural style is designed to use a stateless communication protocol, typically HTTP. In the
REST architecture style, clients and servers exchange representations of resources by using a
standardized interface and protocol.
Table 1: HTTP verbs used in the CatRIS API and their operations
Operation
Query Catalogue Resources

Uniform API
Operation

Description

GET

GET must be used to retrieve a
representation of a service

Create of a Catalogue Resource

POST

POST must be used to create a
new resource

Update of a Catalogue Resource

PUT

PUT must be used to make a complete replacement of the resource
in the catalogue

DELETE

DELETE must be used to remove
a resource

Remove a Catalogue Resource

3.1.2.2 The CatRIS API methods overview
The API methods are organised in controllers according to the type of information offered by
each method, i.e. a controller is a set of API methods used for posting or retrieving information
from the CatRIS Gateway. The API controllers and the functionality it offers are the following:
• Resource (Service) Controller. It offers the functionality for managing a service resource,
such as:
o adding, i.e. registering, a new service resource in the CatRIS Gateway,
o updating an existing service resource description,
o validating the registration or update of a service resource without it actually being added/
modified in the registry,
o retrieving the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID,
o retrieving a past version of a specific service providing the service ID and a version
identifier,
o retrieving a list of services based on a set of IDs,
o retrieving a list of all services in the CatRIS Catalogue,
o retrieving all services in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. get service organised in categories,
o retrieving a list of services based on a set of filters,
• Provider Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a service provider resource,
such as:
o updating an existing provider information,
o retrieving all service providers in the catalogue,
o retrieving a service provider description providing the provider ID,
o retrieving a list of services offered by a provider,
• Vocabulary Controller: It offers the functionality to retrieve the vocabularies used in the
CatRIS Gateway.
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An overview of the methods offered by each controller is shown in Table 2. All methods are
available at the following base url: https://www.portal.catris.eu/api. Further, in the aforementioned page, a detailed list of the supported method arguments (e.g. adjusting the number of
returned results per API method call, or the ordering of the returned results) is provided.
Table 2: An overview of the CatRIS API methods
Controller

Resource

Provider

Type

Method Name

Description

Requires Auth
Token

POST

/resource

Creates, i.e. registers, a new service
resource in the
CatRIS Gateway

YES

PUT

/resource

Updates an existing
service resource
description, keeping
a version of revisions

YES

GET

/resource/all

Filters a list of services based on a
set of filters (if
empty gets the list
of all services in the
Catalogue)

NO

GET

/resource/by/{field}

Gets all services in
the catalogue organised by a field,
e.g. get service organized in categories

NO

GET

/resource/byID/{ids}

Gets a list of services based on a
set of IDs

NO

POST

/resource/validate

Validates the registration or update of
a service resource
without it actually
being added/modified in the registry

YES

GET

/resource/{id}

Gets the most current version of a
specific service
providing the service ID

NO

GET

/resource/{id}/{version}

Gets the specified
version of a Service, providing the
Service id and version.

NO

PUT

/provider

Updates an existing
provider’s info,
keeping a version
of revisions

YES

GET

/provider/all

Filters a list of service providers

NO
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based on a set of
filters (if empty gets
the list of all providers in the Catalogue)

Vocabulary

Gets a list of services offered by a
provider

NO

/provider/{id}

Gets provider’s data
given the provider
id

NO

DELETE

/vocabulary/deleteByType/{type}

Delete all Vocs of a
specific type

YES

GET

/vocabulary/byType

Get a Map of vocabulary types and
their respective entries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/byType/{type}

Get vocabularies by
type

NO

GET

/vocabulary/countries/EU

Returns a list of EU
countries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/countries/WW

Returns a list of
WW countries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/vocabularyMap

Returns a map
structure of vocabularies

NO

GET

/vocabulary/vocabularyTree/{type}

Returns a tree
structure of Categories

NO

GET

/vocabulary/{id}

Get vocabulary by
ID

NO

GET

/provider/services/{id}

GET

3.1.3 API usage guidelines for Services Providers
This section provides guidelines – in the form of a step-by-step example – for a service provider
to start using the API for adding and updating service information in the CatRIS Portal.
3.1.3.1 Add a new Service
1. Step 1. Start from the documentation, i.e. https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers and
https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi.
2. Step 2. Register your organisation in CatRIS.
o Signup as a new Service provider following the registration process presented in
the respective user guides (see Section 2.3).
3. Step 3. Export one or more services to JSON according to the EOSC Profiles.
o For indicative examples of Resource (Service) and Service Provider represented
as JSON objects according to the EOSC Profiles, see the aforementioned Open
API link.
4. Step 4. Using the AAI service13 of the EOSC Portal, retrieve a new API token.

13

https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/catris-api/
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o Any subsequent request to the API using that cookie, is authenticated.
5. Step 5. Validate the service description
o Validate that the service is well formed by calling the POST/service/validate
method.
6. Step 6. Make a POST Service call to add the new service in the catalogue.
o Upon success you get a new service ID.
7. Step 7. The new service is registered and visible in the CatRIS Portal. You may validate
the addition by calling the GET/resource/{id} and providing the service id.
3.1.3.2 Update an existing Service
1. Repeat Steps 1-5.
2. Step 6. Make a PUT/resource call to update the service in the catalogue.
o Upon success you get the resource ID
3. Step 7. The service is updated and visible in the CatRIS Portal. You may validate the
update by calling the GET/resource/{id} and providing the service id.

3.1.4 Synchronization between a remote and the CatRIS catalogue
The CatRIS software platform allows for a two-way synchronization with a service provider,
which uses the same software for their catalogue. This way, when a service provider adds a
new service in its own catalogue the new addition is automatically synchronized in the CatRIS
Catalogue, via the use of the appropriate API calls. This synchronization can happen in either
push or pull mode.
3.1.4.1 Push mode
The CatRIS catalogue software supports the functionality to notify another instance of the catalogue about changes in its contents, in a source/target fashion. Whenever a service is created
or updated in the source catalogue, the REST API of the target catalogue is called to perform
the exact same action. Each of these methods needs two values to work properly:
1. The host, i.e. the CatRIS API URL14, where the synchronization will take place.
2. The token needed for the provider to authorize the synchronization.
Both of these values are configured through the registry.properties file and a restTemplate (used
to make REST calls) is created with the required parameters (host url, method).
For each call, if all values pass the validation, the call is successful and the Service is synchronized to the CatRIS catalogue.
If at least one value fails the validation (e.g. wrong token), then the call fails and is inserted in a
queue. This queue consists of failed calls. Another service, called ScheduleService, is assigned
with the task to periodically check the queue (for failed Services) and retry the corresponding
calls (every 10 mins).
Making use of the CatRIS Software backend, a 3rd party provider can automate the process of
maintaining its own catalogue and in the same time propagate changes to the central CatRIS
catalogue.
3.1.4.2 Pull mode – ResourceSync
The CatRIS software platform offers its service descriptions to any interested client (be it another instance of the catalogue software or a completely unrelated client) via different APIs. The
main API is described in section 4.2.1, but this API is CatRIS specific and does not implement

14

https://www.portal.catris.eu/api
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a widely-accepted protocol. For this reason, CatRIS offers an implementation of the ResourceSync API15, a “framework for the web consisting of various capabilities that allow thirdparty systems to remain synchronized with a server's evolving resources”. Through this API, the
catalogue can publish the changes in its contents (i.e. create/delete/update) in a given time
period.
Interested clients can query this API and effectively harvest the CatRIS catalogue. Since the
time period of the changes is a client supplied parameter, ResourceSync can be used to either
harvest the catalogue in its entirety or periodically harvest only the changes since the previous
harvest.
The use of ResourceSync (instead of a custom API) offers a widely accepted protocol for potential clients, enabling them to reuse existing implementations of ResourceSync clients, available in all major programming languages. The CatRIS software platform is not able to harvest
from ResourceSync APIs yet but this is a functionality that can be added in the future, should
the need arise.

3.2

RDF APIs

The CatRIS data model (EOSC Profiles v3.0.0) has been described in OWL16 ontology terms17.
The proposed model also includes an RDF XML structure which can be used to provide CatRIS
data via an API formed as RDF XML responses. To this end, an API that can be used for retrieving data (HTTP GET requests) has been implemented. The CatRIS RDF XML has been
designed by using Linked Data concepts. Note that the CatRIS ontology focuses on Services
and Providers data, consequently the RDF API provides functionality for Service and Provider
data retrieval.

3.2.1 API Architecture
The RDF API builds its functionality on top of the CatRIS native OpenAPI RESTful services.
Data can only be retrieved i.e. only GET requests are available. The following diagram provides
a coarse depiction of the system architecture.

15

https://www.openarchives.org/rs/toc

16

W3C, OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Document Overview (Second Edition),
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
17

See deliverable D4.9 for more details.
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Figure 28: RDF API architecture
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A client system issues an HTTP GET request according to the API specifications. The Request
Handler receives the request and if everything is in order the request is passed to the Request
Issuer. There, a new HTTP GET request is made and it is pushed to the CatRIS OpenAPI. The
Request Issuer handles the mapping between RDF API calls and OpenAPI calls. As soon as
the response is received, the data (formed as XML) are passed to the Data Transformer. Depending on the type of call, a specific XSLT transformation is executed on the input data. The
result is passed to the Request Handler which pushes the response back to the Client. Note
that because a new request to the OpenAPI is needed in order to collect the data, the process
is synchronous which means that it is also blocking i.e. the reply to the Client can only be carried
out if the response from the OpenAPI is received and processed successfully. A failure to retrieve data from the OpenAPI results to a failure to send back the response.

3.2.2 API functionality overview
Below, we briefly enumerate a set of actions that can be supported by the RDF API, distinguishing them into two categories: (a) provisioning of catalogue information and (b) persistent dereferenceable URIs for vocabulary entries.
3.2.2.1 Provisioning of CatRIS Catalogue information
This set of actions represents use cases for offering catalogue information to third parties
through the RDF API. In particular, it allows to:
• Retrieve Information about a Resource (Service), such as:
o Get the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID;
o Filter a list of services based on a set of filters.
• Retrieve information about a Provider such as:
o Get provider’s data providing the provider ID;
o Get a list of all service providers in the catalogue;
o Get a list of services offered by a provider;
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3.2.2.2 Persistent dereferenceable URIs for vocabulary entries
One of the main aspects of the implemented API is to uphold the Linked Data18 concept by
providing links back to data objects when applicable. Following the CatRIS Provider and Service
Description presentation in the form of an Owl Ontology, the ontology’s representation as a
Semantic Vocabulary within Semantics.gr19 has been implemented. Semantic terms that are
included in the XML response can be dereferenced by using the link in the rdf:resource attribute.
This particular link points back to the corresponding semantics.gr page. The same concept applies for the main entities, i.e. Services and Providers, by using the rdf:about attribute. This
particular link points back to the corresponding RDF API request thus allowing a third party
system to retrieve information specific to the record in question.

3.2.3 API Specification
The RDF API is based on the same concepts as the CatRIS OpenAPI and it is implemented by
using the same technologies. The main difference is that the RDF API supports GET requests
only.
3.2.3.1 The RDF API methods overview
The API methods are organised in a single controller for simplicity. The RDF API controller
offers the following functionality:
o retrieving the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID,
o retrieving a list of all services in the CatRIS Catalogue,
o retrieving a list of services based on a set of filters,
o retrieving all service providers in the catalogue,
o retrieving a service provider description providing the provider ID,
o retrieving a list of services offered by a provider,
An overview of the methods offered by the RDF controller is shown in Table 3. An overview of
the RDF API methods. All methods are available at the following base url: https://www.portal.catris.eu/api.
Table 3. An overview of the RDF API methods
Controller

RDF

Type

Method Name

Description

Requires Auth
Token

GET

/resource/all

Filters a list of services based on a
set of filters (if
empty gets the list
of all services in the
Catalogue)

NO

GET

/resource/{id}

Gets the most current version of a
specific service
providing the service ID

NO

GET

/provider/all

Filters a list of service providers
based on a set of
filters (if empty gets

NO

18

https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data

19

See deliverable D4.2 for more details
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the list of all providers in the Catalogue)
GET

/provider/services/{id}

GET

/provider/{id}

Gets a list of services offered by a
provider

NO

Gets provider’s data
given the provider
id

NO
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4 Conclusions
D5.5 presented the documentation of the functionality and the APIS for the final release of the
CatRIS Portal. The document can be used by any interested parties in order to understand the
functionalities and the workflows implemented by the Portal and fully utilize them depending on
their goals (onboard and manage/monitor services for SPs; search and compare services and
retrieve additional information for RU users). The CatRIS Portal is a living Catalogue that will
continue to evolve and be enhanced beyond the date of this deliverable. However, the additions
and improvements in the Portals functionality will be constantly documented and updated in the
respective documentation instruments, as presented in Section 2.3.
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Annex 1
The following listings provide the schema for the two main objects that are supported by the
CatRIS model (in line with EOSC Profiles): Provider and Resource..
Figure 29: The Provider (Service Provider) JSON schema

Provider {
id (string),
name (string),
abbreviation (string),
website (string),
legalEntity (boolean),
legalStatus (string, optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
description (string),
logo (string),
multimedia (Array[URL], optional),
scientificDomains (Array[ServiceProviderDomain], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
tags (Array[string], optional),
location (ProviderLocation),
mainContact (ProviderMainContact),
publicContacts (Array[ProviderPublicContact]),
lifeCycleStatus (string, optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
certifications (Array[string], optional),
hostingLegalEntity (string, optional),
participatingCountries (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
affiliations (Array[string], optional),
networks (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
structureTypes (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
esfriDomains (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
esfriType (string, optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
merilScientificDomains (Array[ProviderMerilDomain], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
areasOfActivity (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
societalGrandChallenges (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
nationalRoadmaps (Array[string], optional),
users (Array[User])
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}
URL
ServiceProviderDomain {
scientificDomain (string),
scientificSubdomain (string)
}
ProviderLocation {
streetNameAndNumber (string),
postalCode (string),
city (string),
region (string, optional),
country (string)
}
ProviderMainContact {
firstName (string),
lastName (string),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional)
}
ProviderPublicContact {
firstName (string, optional),
lastName (string, optional),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional)
}
ProviderMerilDomain {
merilScientificDomain (string),
merilScientificSubdomain (string)
}
User {
email (string, optional),
id (string, optional),
name (string, optional),
surname (string, optional)
}

Figure 30: The Resource (Service) JSON schema

Service {
id (string, optional),
name (string),
resourceOrganisation (string),
resourceProviders (Array[string], optional),
webpage (string),
description (string),
tagline (string),
logo (string),
multimedia (Array[URL], optional),
useCases (Array[URL], optional),
scientificDomains (Array[ServiceProviderDomain]):
Vocabulary ID
,
categories (Array[ServiceCategory]):
Vocabulary ID
,
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targetUsers (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
accessTypes (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
accessModes (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
tags (Array[string], optional),
geographicalAvailabilities (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
languageAvailabilities (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
resourceGeographicLocations (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
mainContact (ServiceMainContact),
publicContacts (Array[ServicePublicContact]),
helpdeskEmail (string),
securityContactEmail (string),
trl (string):
Vocabulary ID
,
lifeCycleStatus (string, optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
certifications (Array[string], optional),
standards (Array[string], optional),
openSourceTechnologies (Array[string], optional),
version (string, optional),
lastUpdate (string, optional),
changeLog (Array[string], optional),
requiredResources (Array[string], optional),
relatedResources (Array[string], optional),
relatedPlatforms (Array[string], optional),
fundingBody (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
fundingPrograms (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
grantProjectNames (Array[string], optional),
helpdeskPage (string, optional),
userManual (string, optional),
termsOfUse (string, optional),
privacyPolicy (string, optional),
accessPolicy (string, optional),
serviceLevel (string, optional),
trainingInformation (string, optional),
statusMonitoring (string, optional),
maintenance (string, optional),
orderType (string):
Vocabulary ID
,
order (string, optional),
paymentModel (string, optional),
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pricing (string, optional)
}
URL
ServiceProviderDomain {
scientificDomain (string),
scientificSubdomain (string)
}
ServiceCategory {
category (string),
subcategory (string)
}
ServiceMainContact {
firstName (string),
lastName (string),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional),
organisation (string, optional)
}
ServicePublicContact {
firstName (string, optional),
lastName (string, optional),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional),
organisation (string, optional)
}

Figure 31: The Resource (Service) JSON schema

Service {
id (string, optional),
name (string),
resourceOrganisation (string),
resourceProviders (Array[string], optional),
webpage (string),
description (string),
tagline (string),
logo (string),
multimedia (Array[URL], optional),
useCases (Array[URL], optional),
scientificDomains (Array[ServiceProviderDomain]):
Vocabulary ID
,
categories (Array[ServiceCategory]):
Vocabulary ID
,
targetUsers (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
accessTypes (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
accessModes (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
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tags (Array[string], optional),
geographicalAvailabilities (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
languageAvailabilities (Array[string]):
Vocabulary ID
,
resourceGeographicLocations (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
mainContact (ServiceMainContact),
publicContacts (Array[ServicePublicContact]),
helpdeskEmail (string),
securityContactEmail (string),
trl (string):
Vocabulary ID
,
lifeCycleStatus (string, optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
certifications (Array[string], optional),
standards (Array[string], optional),
openSourceTechnologies (Array[string], optional),
version (string, optional),
lastUpdate (string, optional),
changeLog (Array[string], optional),
requiredResources (Array[string], optional),
relatedResources (Array[string], optional),
relatedPlatforms (Array[string], optional),
fundingBody (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
fundingPrograms (Array[string], optional):
Vocabulary ID
,
grantProjectNames (Array[string], optional),
helpdeskPage (string, optional),
userManual (string, optional),
termsOfUse (string, optional),
privacyPolicy (string, optional),
accessPolicy (string, optional),
serviceLevel (string, optional),
trainingInformation (string, optional),
statusMonitoring (string, optional),
maintenance (string, optional),
orderType (string):
Vocabulary ID
,
order (string, optional),
paymentModel (string, optional),
pricing (string, optional)
}
URL
ServiceProviderDomain {
scientificDomain (string),
scientificSubdomain (string)
}
ServiceCategory {
category (string),
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subcategory (string)
}
ServiceMainContact {
firstName (string),
lastName (string),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional),
organisation (string, optional)
}
ServicePublicContact {
firstName (string, optional),
lastName (string, optional),
email (string),
phone (string, optional),
position (string, optional),
organisation (string, optional)
}
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